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Introduction
An analysis of possibilities for the selection of

tool geometry parameters was made in order to
reduce tooth profile errors during the grinding of
gears by different methaods. The selection of
parameters was based on the analysis of the grid
diagram of a gear and a rack. Some formulas and
graphs are presented for the selection of the pres-
sure angle, module and addendum of the rack-
tool. The results from grinding experimental gears
confirm the theoretical analysis.

Fig. 1 - Geometry of a gear-rack engagement.
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Profile generation methods are mostly used to
grind precision gears at a suitable cost. But because
of discontinuous contacts between the gear teeth
and the tool, the resultant cutting forces periodical-
ly change their magnitude and direction. That caus-
es tooth profile errors in some types of gears.

In a U.S. patent for gear tooth finishing
(Schlichthorlein, 1965), the general principle wa
expressed for even numbers of contacts between the
teeth of a gear and a tool to to prevent such profile
errors, but a concrete method was implemented
only for gear shaving .. Later, this principle was
applied to gear grinding with worm wheels
(Podzharov, 1975, 1976) and then dish wheels
(Podzharov and Fradkin. 1991).

In this paper, an analysis has been made of the
ability of each gear grinding method to realize the
condition of an even number of contacts during the
gear tooth profile generation.

Analysis of Engagement
of a Gear anda Rack

The profiles o:f gear grinding wheels have the
form of a rack (worm wheels in Reishauer type
machines) or a pan of a rack (double tapered
wheels in Niles type machines or dish wheel in
Maag type machines). Consider the general case of
the engagement of a gear and a rack-tool. The rack
has a profile anglee, that may not coincide with the
pressure angle $ of the gear (Fig ..O. The gear has a
profile shift xm, where x is the gear addendum mod-
ification coefficient and m ;;;;:the module of the gear.
Therefore the profile angle $, and the pitch Prof the
rack must be selected so that the base pitches of the
gear and the rack are equal.



where mr and ¢lr are the module and the profile
angle of the rack. The profile angle of the rack can,
in general, be changed from 00 to the magnitude
that permits the necessary height of the tooth root
to exclude tile interference with a conjugated tooth
ill a gear pair.

Now consider the geometry of the engagement of
a gear and a rack (Fig,. I), For the analysis of the
process of toothgeneration by Eli tool-rack, lise Eli grid
diagram of thisengagerneru (Fig, 2), which was first
proposed ill the work of Kalashnikov (Ref. 5).

In the grid diagram, the inclined lilies repre-
sent the movement of tbe points of contact
between the gear and the rack. The grid diagram
is con trucied in the following manner: On the Fig. 2- G~id diagram.s for the profile,angles ofth rack:lalm",lbI21",u'.

horizontal axis is the longitude S of the arc of the
ba e circle corre ponding to the angle ql' of rota-
tion of the gear. nil the vertical. axis is the radius
of curvature P of a tooth profile in a point of con-
tact. The lines inclined at 45° to the horizontal
axis, represent the movement of the point of dou-
ble flank contact of the gearteeth with the tool.
teeth. Therefore the distance between two adja-
cent lines measured on the horizontal axis is
equal to the arc of the ba e circle corresponding
to the angular pitch of the gear teeth. The distance
between two adjacent. line measured 011 the ver-
tical axis is equal to Ute base pitch.

In the grid diagram p~ '" radius of curvature of
th - tooth pmfile illihe ,out ide diameter, Ps'" radiu
of curvature in the points which determine the per-
manent chor-d.Sc

P• ::::0.5 fA..' b1an¢!,... coslI'p )1
• \" 'cos¢! ,

where '¢II::::: transverse pressure angle, \jib :::::base
helix angle and x :::::addendum modification coeffi-
cient.

a -xmPI = Q,5mNsLn¢l, - _-- .....r.,........,- __
sin¢l,

where PI :::: radius of curvature ill the limit point
of the involute profile, a, ::::rack addendum and N =
gear teeth number.

Con ervingthe standard proportions of theteeth
(addendum a:::: l.00 m and dedendum b = 1.25 m).
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can find a series of values of $r which satisfy the
equation (5). We have to select from these values
the one closest to cp.

This technique was proved when grinding gears
with the parameters mentioned above in a
Reishauer NZA gear grinding machine. The opti-
mal profile angle of the rack calculated by the equa-
tions (5) - (9) was <1>, "" 2["47'. The corresponding
module of the rack from the equation (I) was
3.5418 mm.

The grid diagram for the gear wil:h this rack is
shown in Fig. 2b. In this diagram there are already
no zones with odd numbers of contacts. The corre-
sponding diagram of involute profile errors
received after grinding a gear of the same type in
the same grinding machine as it was before is
shown in Fig. 3b. In this diagram there is 110 profile
error of undulated form. The total profile error was
considerably reduced.

The selection of an optimal pressure angle of the
rack-tool can also be made from the graphs of Fig.
4 for gears with pressure angles of 200-s (short
addendum) and 20°, 22,50 and 25° (full height
tooth) when k = -1.

i For the method of gear grinding with a double
i tapered wheel (Niles type grinding machines) that
i

. i represents one tooth of the rack. we can only select~----------------------------------------------------~ the rack pressure angle with k"" -1.

we find that the variable parameters can be ar, m,.
!j)r' The tooth height of the tool can only be changed
in a small range. One reason for this is to conserve
the necessary magnitude of the active tooth profile,
and another is to allow the use of a standard tool for
preliminary tooth cutting. The diagram in Fig. 2b
was constructed for a gear w:ith the following para-
meters: m = 3.5 mm, N = 3D,x:: 0.857, $ ""20°.

By drawing a vertical line on the diagram, one
can find the number ofcontacts between the gear
and the tool as the number of inclined line inter-
sected by the vertical line. When the number of
contacts on the right and on the left profiles of the
gear are 110t equal. the total number of contacts is
an odd number (this corresponds to the hatched
areas on part (a) of the diagram). In this case the
cutting forces on the left and right profiles are not
equal and a profile error appears on the profiles
with the lesser number ofcontacts. In the Reishauer
type gear grinding machines, this occurs du:ring the
last pass when the gear is "free cutting." As a result,
the teeth can obtain an undulated form of the pro-
file (see the profile diagram in Fig. 3a), which pro-
vokes vibrations and gear noise.

Selection of Optimal Parameters of the Rack
Froman analysis of the grid diagram one can

conclude that when thegrid diagram is symmetric
in respect to any horizontal line that passes through
the points of intersection of the inclined Lines, the
profile error will be reduced. This symmetry of the
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grid diagram can be arranged by changing the geo-
metric parameters of the gear and the tool.

The condition of symmetry of the grid diagram
for a general case of a helical gear has the follow-
ing form

(5)

From hereon, the parameters which depend on
the profile angle and the module of the rack wiU
have a subindex r. In the eqaatlon (5) we have

k = O. ±1.±2, ±3, ....

(6)

s = (. 1t.- CDs2,m + x Sin(2m») mCr 2 'fr r v-r , r (7)

h-a-xmp= 0.5m N siD$ _ . I r :=r
~ r ~ ~n'"

'fIr

(8)

We can find the rack profile shift xr from Fig. I:

C.oS¢lr N (.'. COS$r)x :::x- - , 1 - ----'---
r C08$ 2 cos$

Solving the combined equations (5) - (9) one

(9)



In the 200 method of gear grinding with di h
wheels (Maag type machines) we have Ii: '" ~l when
the wheels grind th Danks of adjacent teeth in the
same pace between teeth . But when theprofiles M
adjacent spaces betweenteeth are ground, Ie = ~2.
The last value or k is more probable for gears with
negative addendum modlficatloa eoefficients,

It follows from Fig. 4 that when Ie '" ~ 1 and the
number of teeth of the gear is greater than 20, an
even DUmber of contacts dllTing the grinding 'can
be obtained by adju ting the addendum of the
rae Dr to gel Ul!~transverse contact ratio to 'equal
an integer Dumber. For a standard fun depth gear
with a 20" pre sure .angle. this value mu 1 corre-
pond to the contact ratio me ::::2 between the gear

and tile rack. From Fig. 1a we find

,me':

where 'IP~ is the pressure angle at the outsid cir-
cle of the gear. From this equation we find

In the following table are presented the values of
a, caleulated by the fbrmula (1.0) when the addea-
dum modification coefficient of the gear x '" 0 and
me .. 2 for the standard gears with pres ure angle
2.0".
N 2.0 3.0 40 5.0 60' 7.0 80 90

1.23 1.18 US 1.13 U2 1.11 1.10 1.09

We ee from the table that the addendum ef the
rack corre pending to the contact ratio, me '" 2 is in
the admissible limits for a wide range of gears.
Therefore. mille gear grinding of tandard full
tooth. height gear with pressure angle equal 1:02.0".
there .isno need to change the '1001 pressure angle.

The selection of an o:pt.imaJtool pressure angle is
necessary in th grinding of short addendum gears,
gears with addendum modifi.cation coefficients and
gears with pre sure angle higher than.20" (22.5" and
25"', which. are aliso AGMA standard. 0

Conclusions
1. Duri~g gear grinding, when the contact ratio

between the ground gear and the wheel i Ie . than
2. a prefile error of undulated form may occur. This
is related to the odd number of contacts in the
engagement of the ground gear and the wheel.

2. Mars of this type can be avoided by selecLing
the pressure angle of the tool in. ueh a manner that
the grid diagram of the engagement. of the gear and

the tool are symmetric,
3. Fermulas and graphs have been presented for

Ibe election of optimal pressure angles of a rack-
type ~00L.

4. In the grinding of standard. full tooth height,
2.0" pressure .Mlgle gears, profile errors of undulat-
ed form can be excluded by dju. ling th [001
addendum. 0
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